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Destination Moon

The Real Pioneers
THEN AS NOW, ROBOTS LED THE WAY.

By the time Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin

Because soft
landings were too
big of a technical
stretch at the time,
the Rangers were
designed to crash
into the surface,
taking photos until
the very last minute.

ing, and mapping it from lunar orbit and from
the surface. Tranquility alone had already been
scouted twice—by Ranger 8 in 1965 and by the
Surveyor 5 lander in 1967.
The Soviets went first. Luna 2, carrying tiny
USSR pennants and a few simple science instruments for the voyage there, crashed into the
lunar surface in September 1959 (soft landings
not yet having been mastered). Luna 3 followed
three weeks later with a flyby that yielded—after
centuries of wondering—our first pictures of the
far side. More Soviet wins followed, including
the first soft, or at least survivable, landing (Luna
9, 1966) and first lunar orbiter (Luna 10, 1966).
While the Americans may have been a step
behind, their robots were more sophisticated.
NASA’s Ranger impact missions were equipped
with cameras that snapped ever-closer pictures of
the moon and radioed them back to Earth before
smashing into the surface, kamikaze-style. The
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stepped out onto the Sea of Tranquility in July
1969, the moon was well-explored territory. For
10 years, robotic spacecraft from the Soviet Union
and United States had been photographing, prob-
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The Lunar Orbiters
of the mid-1960s
(opposite) mapped
99 percent of the
moon’s surface with
a resolution of 60
meters or better.
The Lunar
Reconnaissance
Orbiter now takes
images (like this one,
above, of Tycho
Crater) at least 100
times sharper.

first six Ranger missions failed, but Rangers 7, 8,
and 9 returned thousands of photos between July
1964 and March 1965 that were far more detailed
than anything seen through telescopes on Earth.
The Ranger missions were followed in 1966 by
the first of five Lunar Orbiters, whose job was to
map the moon’s surface at high resolution, provide
a greater understanding of lunar orbital dynamics,
and scout out smooth, flat landing sites for the
Apollo astronauts who were already in training.
That same year saw the first landing by a
Surveyor spacecraft. By the time that program
ended in February 1968, five Surveyors
had demonstrated that it was possible to
make a controlled lunar landing with a
fair degree of accuracy—within a couple
miles of their targets. The Surveyors
also put to rest a worry (never widespread among NASA engineers) that

the Apollo astronauts might sink into deep lunar
dust upon landing. In November 1969, Apollo 12’s
Pete Conrad and Alan Bean touched down close
enough to Surveyor 3, which had been sitting in
the Ocean of Storms for more than two years,
to walk over and remove parts of the robot for
return to Earth.
All these pioneering spacecraft will be represented in the new Destination Moon gallery, along
with another, critical one that’s still operating—the
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter launched by NASA
in 2009 to map the surface down to an accuracy
of centimeters. LRO is vital to the next generation of lunar explorers, human and
robotic, who will use its precise maps
and images to navigate down to the
surface with much greater confidence than did the first generation
of lunar explorers.

The three-legged
Surveyor 3 (an
engineering model
will be on display)
had a TV camera
for photographing
its surroundings
and a diggerscraper to test the
lunar soil.
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